






Posts 

Ali of our gates are supplied with a guiding post and Iock post in single or 

double version. This according to the gate configuration. Please see table 

on previous page for further details. 

Our cantilever gates are available in 4 different versions 

R2000/2800 manual gate: our gate is designed for manual operation and 

will be fitted with a Locinox key-operated Iock. The direction of opening can 

be reversed on site at the time of installation. 

R2000/2800 motorisable gate (manual line): our gate is designed for the 

installation of an external motor later onwards. 

R2000/2800 motorised gate (deadman key)(500 line): Due to our 

exclusive partnership with FAAC we can offer you a gate that is factory 

fitted with an external motor and no safety devices. The gate is operated 

by a dead man key switch. The gate operator is responsible for the safe 

working of the gate. 

R2000 motorised gate (fully automatic)(500/1000 line): 

R2800 motorised gate (fully automatic)(1000 line): 

Due to our exclusive partnership with FAAC, we can offer you a gate that 

is factory fitted with an external motor and all necessary safety items and 

operating items. The gate is delivered fully pre-wired, and ready to operate. 

We offer two types here: motorisation for normal usage (500 line) and 

motorasation for intensive usage (1000 line) (the correct type should be 

determined by the amount of opening cycles / day) 

Robusta SC sliding gates 

Robusta motorised SC sliding gates are available in two versions: Dead

man key or Fully automatic. 

The Dead-man key version (500 line) comprises the FAAC motor, its 

control logic and a key switch, requiring no other safety devices on the 

gate. 

The Fully automatic version (500/1000 line) comprises the FAAC motor 

and its contrai unit. lt also comprises: 

- 3 pressure strips (active): contact with the pressure strips automatically

reverses the movement of the gate.

- Photocells: the passage of the gate is monitored by two pairs of

photocells as it closes. Activation will automatically reverse the

movement of the gate.

- Remote control: the gate is provided with two 2-channel remote

contrais. Additional remote contrais are possible, the system accepts up

to 128 remote contrais.

- Warning light: to warn that the gate is opening or closing.

Gate wing 

- Welded frame

- Standard tubular infill (other infill possible as option)

- 2 sizes of underbeam are used according to the length of your gate and

the chosen model

- Integrated tension system

Robusta SC sliding gates are protected by the best coating 

process currently available: galvanizing inside and out (min. thickness 

275 g/m2
, 2 sides combined), followed by a polyester coating (minimum 

thickness of the layer : 100 microns). 

Standard colours 

Green RAL 6005, green RAL 6009, white RAL 9010, grey RAL 7030, 

grey RAL 7016, blue RAL 5010, black RAL 9005. 

Other colours: on request. 

CE marking 

Robusta gates carry the C.E. mark, in accordance with the European 

directive. They are manufactured in accordance with the requirements 

of the directives (89/106/EC) and are tested according to EN 13241-1 

specifications for industrial and commercial applications. 

Motor specification (normal or intensive use) 

Supply voltage: 230 V AC 
Rating: 
- 746: 400 W (normal use - 500 line)
- 844: 660 W (intensive use - 1000 line)
Gate speed: 9 metres/min
Magnetic end stops

Easy installation 

CE: 

Ali our Robusta gates are fully pre-wired and ready to be quickly installed 

by professionals. The motor is mounted on a plate for attaching the motor 

to the guiding post. ln the event of a power failure, the motor can be 

disengaged to enable manual opening. 
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